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Veto brings shutdown nearer

Judge
delays Clinton, Republicans' deadlock will keep workers home
law on
abortion
Alan Fram
The Associated Press

James Hannah
The Associated Press

DAYTON - A federal
judge on Monday delayed
for at least 10 days a new
Ohio law restricting lateterm abortions and the
country's first ban on a fetal brain-suction procedure.
U.S. District Court Judge
Walter Rice issued a temporary restraining order
against the law, scheduled
to go into effect today.
"The state will simply be
proceeding in a status-quo
situation," Rice said. "And
the public interest is in fact
served by having a full and
fair hearing."
Rice said he needs more
time to decide whether to
issue a preliminary injunction, which would block the
law indefinitely and likely
result in an appeal. He said
he could extend the restraining order an additional 10 days.
The target of the law is
"dilation and extraction,"
an abortion procedure in
which the brain of the fetus
is suctioned out and the
skull collapsed to remove
the fetus from the womb.
The U.S. House passed
See ABORTION, page three

WASHINGTON -- The
government braced Monday for
imminent partial shutdown as
President Clinton vetoed one
budget bill and prepared to reject another in a dogged fiscal
standoff with Republicans.
Citing GOP budget priorities
that would "rob the American
dream from millions of Americans," Clinton vetoed emergency
legislation that would extend the
government's ability to borrow
money beyond its expected expiration Wednesday. Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin immediately took steps to raise cash
and prevent a first-ever default,
which could cause financial tumult.
The Senate, by voice vote,
passed and shipped to Clinton on
Monday a separate stopgap bill
financing agencies through Dec
1. That, too, was destined for a
veto. Knowing that, congressional leaders planned to
keep the House and Senate in
session until midnight or later in
case the president and Republicans could find middle ground.
"There still might be time for
the president and the leadership
to work out something," Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole,
R-Kan., said on the Senate floor
after the vote.
But with most agencies' power
to spend money set to expire at
the start of business Tuesday,
failure to break the political

and restrictions on future antipollution rules. The president
pledged to block those items, despite the havoc it would wreak on
federal services and borrowing
plans.
"Ordinary Americans don't
like pressure tactics, and I would
be wrong to permit these kind of
pressure tactics to dramatically
change the course of American
life," Clinton said as he vetoed
the borrowing legislation. "I
cannot do it and I will not do it."
For their part. Republicans
sought to portray themselves as
responsibly doing Congress' job
of completing needed legislation
and of being willing to seek compromise.
"We hope at some point the
president will decide to talk with
us and have a discussion about
how to get this solved," said
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga By late afternoon, no such
discussions had been held.
Prospects for avoiding a shutdown seemed so bleak that Senate Chaplain Dr. Lloyd Ogilvie
appealed to higher authorities in
his morning prayer on the Senate
floor.
As intense as the battling was,
APPhMo/WlirredoLM it was but a prelude to a bigger
fight that looms over GOP plans
President Clinton signs his veto of a temporary borrowing bill In the oval office Monday. Clinton acto balance the budget by 2002,
cused republicans of prompting the budget Impasse to Impose their pudget priorities on him.
trim taxes by $245 billion and reshape Medicare, Medicaid and a
deadlock meant that 800,000 fed- inspectors, prison guards and among the federal operations vast array of other federal sereral civilian employees ~ 40 per- others with crucial jobs would closed.
Both bills contained provisions vices. That bill also faces rejeccent of the workforce - would be keep working, as would military
Clinton
opposes, such as higher
personnel.
But
national
museums
sent home, the first federal shutSee BUDGET, page five.
and monuments and the IRS and Medicare costs for the elderly
down in five years.
Air traffic controllers, meat Social Security hotlines would be

Algae returns to Lake Erie
University biology faculty say microcystis not prevalent for years
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

A blue-green algae known as
microcystis was found in August
in Lake Erie near Put-In-Bay.
Ohio researchers are trying to
figure out why, but two professors at the University dont believe the .problem is that bad.
Rex Lowe,
professor of
biological sciences, said the
algae, which
forms blooms
that can change
the color of the
water, has not
been prevalent
for some years.
"We haven't seen microcystis

in these numbers for many
years," he said.
He said the algae produces a
neurotoxin that can affect nervous systems, but a human would
have to consume a large amount
of water containing the algae in
order to be affected.
"Humans would have to drink
several gallons of this to even
make them sick," he said.
Robert Pillsbury, postdoctoral
fellow in biological sciences, said
he agreed that a person would
have to swallow a lot of water
containing the microcystis
blooms to make them sick.
He said the algae can be found
in ponds, where a lot of nutrients
attract it Thick concentrations
of the algae could affect livestock that drink out of these
ponds, he added.

Lowe said microcystis should
be studied more to find out why it
is coming back to Lake Erie.
"The blooms of microcystis
have not been a human health
hazard, but they are a sign of the
continuously changing Lake
Erie," he said. "The blooms are
changing the chemistry and the
structure of the Great Lakes."
He said the blooms are a long
way from being a big problem.
"This bloom is not alarming,
but we should not stop monitoring it," Lowe said. He added that
there isnt any way to get rid of
the algae, because Lake Erie is so
large.
"We need to be aware of the
microcystis and act accordingly," he said. "We can't get rid
of it, but we can document why it
is there."

Pillsbury said he agreed that
due to the size of Lake Erie, it is
hard to get rid of the microcystis
blooms.
Phosphorus is one nutrient that
helps the algae bloom, Pillsbury
said.
"We need to work on limiting
the amount of phosphorus in the
lake," he said.
Under the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement, the United
States and Canada have restricted use of phosphates, especially in laundry detergents.
Pillsbury said even if the
amounts of phosphorus are limited, there won't be changes
overnight in the lake.
"To realistically see a change,
we need to safeguard and monitor what is going into the lake,"
he said.

GOP leaders confront President
Gingrich, Dole state lack of support in sending troops to Bosnia
John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
told President Clinton that support In Congress for sending U.S.
troops to Bosnia "Is virtually
nil."
. In a letter to Clinton, dated
Friday and released Monday, the

»'

Republican leaders assert that he
must satisfy Congress that the
mission is vital to U.S. Interests,
that it can succeed and that it is
the best option available.
"Your staff should understand
that the critical path which must
be followed In order to gain the
support of the American people
leads through Capitol Hill, not
Dayton, Ohio," the lawmakers
said, referring to the Bosnia

peace talks under way at WrightPatterson Air Force Base near
Dayton.
On the diplomatic front, Secretary of State Warren Christopher
planned to spend today at the
peace talks before flying to
Osaka, Japan, for an international economic conference.
Since February 1993, the Clinton administration has pledged to
send ground troops to Bosnia

after the signing of a formal
peace agreement. As that result
has grown more likely, administration plans have solidified into
a deployment plan to send about
20,000 U.S. ground troops as part
of a NATO force of 60,000.
Majorities in both the House
and Senate have indicated that
Clinton should gain Congressional approval before sending troops.

Bomb kills five
U.S. servicemen
Adrian Malik
The Associated Press

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia - A
bomb ripped through a building filled with American and
Saudi military personnel on
Monday, tearing off the facade and engulfing the wreckage in flames. Six people were
killed, including five Americans.
At least 60 people were
wounded, including more than
30 Americans. It was not clear
whether the attack was aimed
at the Saudis, the Americans,
or both.
Two groups claimed responsibility for the attack, but
neither could be verified, said
Raymond Mabus, U.S. ambassador to Saudi Arabia
One group was the little-known Islamic Change Movement, which demanded last
spring that Western forces
leave Saudi Arabia or it would
"exert all available means to
evict these forces." The second group was the previously
unknown Tigers of the Gulf.
Saudi Arabia, the world's
biggest oil exporter, has been
a close ally of the United
States for decades and the two
countries have extensive military ties. Some Muslim fundamentalists oppose the presence of the U.S. military and
other Western forces in Saudi
Arabia, home to Islam's
holiest shrines.
While open opposition to the
ruling al-Saud family is not

permitted, some underground
groups have threatened to
strike against the deeply conservative Saudi leadership
and the Western forces.
The U.S. Embassy spokesman, Jeff Thomas, said late
Monday the death toll among
Americans had risen to five
after one of the critically injured victims died in the hospital.
Earlier, a Pentagon official
in Washington, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said
34 Americans were injured
and some were taken to hospitals.
The Pentagon identified one
of the dead Americans as
Wayne Wiley, 55, a retired
U.S. Army major who was now
a Department of the Army civilian employee. No hometown
was given for him.
Another Pentagon official
said two of the dead Americans were non-commissioned
officers in the U.S. Army.
King Fahd convened his
Cabinet, which "expressed its
condemnation of this criminal
act, which is foreign to our society, beliefs and religion,"
the Saudi Press Agency reported.
President Clinton pledged to
"devote an enormous effort"
to bring those responsible to
justice, calling it "a hideous
act" of terrorism. A dozen FBI
agents and evidence specialists were being sent to Saudi
Arabia to help with the investigation.
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The BG News James Bond ignites passion
'Celebrating 75 years of Excellence*
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Aaron Gray
city editor

Robin Coe
editorial editor

Public tired of
budget debates
±jy now, whatever faith we had in the federal
government has vanished.
If we needed any more fuel to keep the fire of cynicism burning within us all, the train wreck that is the
federal budget debate would be it.
Massive federal furloughs may start at midnight and
federal borrowing could be disrupted on Wednesday, but
President Clinton and his Republican antagonists are
showing little inclination to avoid a jolting political standoff.
At presstime, a partial federal shutdown loomed this
morning, when most agencies' authority to operate
ceases.
In all, 800,000 of the 2.1 million civilian workers would
be sent home, although air traffic controllers, meat inspectors and others with crucial jobs would keep working. Military personnel would also remain on the job.
If you've listened to the rhetoric of both parties over
the last week, you know that that their basic strategy
seems to be to insult each other without ever talking to
each other, let the government shut down for a few days,
and hope the American public sides with them and turns
against the other side.
This type of cynical politics is nothing new; the voters
elected and then kicked George Bush out of office partly
as a result of this type of cynicism. Two years later the
voters kicked out the Democratic Congress for the exact
same reason.
Unfortunately, President Clinton and- the Republican
Congress have not been an improvement. They have
both proven to be as craven, opportunistic and cynical as
their predecessors.
Any political positon requires a certain amount of political gamesmanship, but the federal budget is something that should bring leaders to rise above this.
Clinton, Newt Gingrich and Bob Dole say they have
not been able to work out a compromised budget plan.
The News believes this means that they are either lying
or incompetent.
It appears as if the system has failed us, and once
again it will be the American voters who pay the price.
At one point it could be argued that the sorry state of
government leaders was just a reflection of the people
who voted them in. If that ever was the case, it isn't now.
One need only to look at Ross Perot and Colin Powell to
know that the public is severely fed up. If fiascos like
this budget debate aren't solved with more competency,
Clinton, Dole and Gingrich could all end up unemployed
by the 21st century.
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There are two kinds of people War (and increasingly politically
in this world: those who love correct) world. Batman was In,
James Bond movies and those James Bond was out.
Not so, naysayers! People hunwho don't. To my knowlege the
first group Is 95% male and the ger for this unique kind of entersecond is about 95% female. A few tainment. After all, 'True Lies"
confused souls provide overlap, was essentially a James Bond
but they are few and far between. movie. And now, after six years.
Why is this an issue of current interest? Because this week after
an agonizing six-year hiatus, 007
is about to make his eighteenth
appearance in a new film entitled, "Goldeneye." Bond fans are
salivating with anticipation, nonfans are befuddled.
In the interest of harmony between the sexes I have decided to
devote an entire column to the
subject of 007, and I hope it will
provide insight into this unique
passion. I will also offer advice to
those who really want to learn
what the fuss is all about.
In all honesty, most of the
James Bond movies are mediocre. Some are downright awful,
and there are no hard and fast
rules governing the selection of a
Bond video rental. If you aren't
familiar with the films you are
simply taking your chances, not
unlike purchasing a work of fine
art.
Pierce Brosnan has suited up and
Sean Connery is a legend, but wrapped his fingers around the
most of his Bond portrayals are Walther. He will bag baddies and
lifeless. Roger Moore lacks the bang babes with the laserlike
legendary status of his predeces- precision of his celluloid ancessor, but he became a fabulous tors. More Importantly to the
Bond once he got into the groove health of this series, the picture
with "The Spy Who Loved Me." boasts a new director, new
In fact, for my money Moore is screenwriters, a new "M" and
woman! James Bond was going to yet a third Miss Moneypenny.
be Marky Mark! Actors like But fear not: "Q" is played as alHugh Grant and Mel Gibson ways by the now geezerly Deswere dangled like sweetmeats mond Lewellyn.
before starving Bond fanatics.
It has often been said that
After a few years, cinema jour- every guy wants to be James
nalists began to write that 007 Bond and every woman wants to
was out of fashion in a post-Cold do him. This is a gross oversim-

Roark D.
L ittlefield

plification! 007 fascinates because he cannot possibly exist in
the real world. He represents an
era that never really existed, like
the Old South in "Gone With the
Wind." Like that ficticious realm,
the world of Bond is politically
Incorrect and makes no apologies
for its romanticism. Bond is a
chainsmoking, meat-eating
chauvinist, but squeaky-clean
heroes are boring as hell.
We associate 007 with an era in
which Russian super-agents lurked In the shadows of a ruined
post-World War Two Europe and
in which Playboy aesthetics were
the hippest. The only multiculturalism to be found in 007's
world Is when Bond seduces a
Japanese geisha and a German
spy within the same movie. To
some people this is horribly
offensive, but I say some people
like sushi and some people don't.
Some people like roller coasters
and some people don't. If you
don't dig 007, relax, for "Bea| Iches" is within reach.
The rest of us can be found this
weekend at the nation's multiplexes. And if "Goldeneye" is
the champion 007, delivering
more great performances in
more good movies than any other
Bond.
Here are the gems: "Goldfinger," "From Russia With
Love," "For Your Eyes Only" and
the unfortunatly litled, "Octopussy."
To be avoided at all costs: "Dr.
No," "Live and Let Die," "Diamonds Are Forever," "Thunderball" and "A View to a Kill."
One forgotten film, "On Her
Majesty's Secret Service" is perhaps the most sophisticated in
the series. It also provides one of
the greatest action sequences in

the history of movies: the imaginative pairing of a handgrenade
and a bobsled race. It also climaxes in a shocking surprise
ending which is quite unlike the
glib resolutions common to other
films in the series. Unfortunately
the picture's star, George Lazenby, was not much of an actor
and faded back into obscurity
shortly after the picture's
release.
Of some interest is the oddball
Warner Brothers release, "Never
Say Never Again," Connery's return to the role that made him
famous. For reasons too complicated to explain here, the film is
not really among the 007 series
and lacks the cast and conventions of the so-called "real" Bond
movies, but it isnt bad.
Timothy Dalton was great in
the role, and his first movie,
"Living Daylights" was a success. He probably would have
continued playing 007 had his
second installment, 1989's "License To Kill" not gone belly-up
at the box office. It was not a
great movie to begin with, and It
had the unfortunate luck to go up
against "Batman" and "Indiana
Jones."
A litUe known fact is that Dalton was the original Christopher
Columbus in the disasterous 1992
epic directed by John Glen, the
director of the last five Bond
movies. After walking off the set
of that bloated turkey he renounced his desire to ever work
with Glen again, halting the Bond
series and forcing the producers
to rethink the whole 007 gig.
Wacky rumors began to fly.
James Bond was going to be a
as good as the trailer looks,
James Bond will live into the
next century.

Backlash threatens women
The phone rings. The young
teenage girl picks it up. "Mom's
going to be late-getting home
from work," she declares to the
family after the conversation.
The girl opens the refrigerator.
Moments later, we see a scene of
her serving her father and
brother (the same two she made
the announcement to before)
their evening meal.
Some little twerp (age estimated between nine and eleven)
thinks that it's loads of fun to inline skate across the living room,
leaving horrendous stains and
dirt all over the carpet. We then
see his mother (to a tune that just
screams family love) gleefully
(no exaggeration here) steamcleaning the carpet with a look on
her face that says, "That adventerous boy of mine - always into
something!!"
We see it over and over again.
Women serving meals to her
family, baking cookies, becoming
enthusiastic over the latest new
bathroom cleaner, baby care
product, over-the-counter children's medicine, etc., etc. Is it a
part of the "backlash?"
All throughout the eighties,
and, now well into the nineties,
there is a message being spewed
out (however subtlety) by politics, popular culture, and media Women, you're free, but you're
miserable because of it.
In October of 1992, a book by
Susan Faludi hit the market entitled Backlash: The Undeclared
War Against American Women.
In this, Faludi gives a thesis
about the subliminal (but powerful, nonetheless.) ways that

American powers-that-be have
tried to take back the battles that
were won during the wave of
feminism in the seventies, and
ways which they have tried to
dismantle feminism altogether.
Just giving a little thought and

without even reading Faludi's
book at all, one can see that this
is true Movies: We have "The
Hand That Rocks the Cradle." In
this, Rebecca De Momay plays
nanny-gone-psycho. The message? "Hey, working women! If
you leave the home and leave the
care of your children to someone
else, look what happens!"
Also, we have "Fatal Attraction," In which Glenn Close plays
the ail-too common role of
"career woman who has lost her
mind." In most blockbuster movies in general, women play the attractive sidekick or object of desire, but seldom ever the heroine

who saves the earth (see "Demolition Man" with Sylvester Stallone and Sandra Bullock or "I
Love Trouble" with Nick Nolte
and Julia Roberts.)
I read over an excerpt from Faludi's book entitled "Blame it on
Feminism," which seems to sum
up the entire premise of her
work. In this particular section,
she cites numerous examples of
women being warned of the
"consequences" of feminism co-dependency, identity crisis,
shortage of confidence, etc.
Faludi also gives some rather
interesting statistics: 80 percent
of female workers hold traditional "women's" jobs (secretaries, sales clerks, etc.) Less
than one percent of executives
regard development of highpotential women as a goal that
their personnel departments
should pursue. Ninety-four percent of women say that they have
received unequal pay. And, as of
1992, there were only two female
Fortune 500 female chief executives, and that same number of
women were U.S. senators.
There has even been a backlash against the backlash. Neil
Gilbert, a University of California professor states that the statistic that one in every four
women is a victim of rape or attempted rape by the time she is
in college Is only the findings of
"some radical feminist study."
He states that this comes from
women who feel they were
"slightly pressured" or "sweet
talked" into sex. The number, according to his finding, is one in
1000.
f

The part that is most scary?
This backlash hasnt only affected the every day woman-ascltlzen, but also the more prominent women of the movement.
Faludi writes about how founding
feminist Betty Friedan (author of
The Feminine Mystique) Is now
warning women of "new problems that have no name."
Faludi also cites many other
"blames" which have been
placed on feminism, right down
to the rising popularity of slasher
movies."By making the "violence' of abortion more acceptable,
the [guest-columnist at The Baltimore Sun] reasons, women'srights activists made it all right
to show graphic murders on
screen."
The cracks in what Gilbert
says? The research to find the
statistics was funded not by a
feminist organization, but by the
National Institute for Mental
Health. Gilbert uses National
Crime Survey (NCS) numbers,
which do not count forced anal or
oral sex as rape. And, NCS uses
rapes and attempted rapes over a
six-month period; the one-ln-four
statistic reflects how many occurred since a college-age woman turned fourteen.
People, this isnt time to give
up the war. If anything, it's the
time to fight more than ever.
Don't allow yourself to be fooled
by white guys in suits who seem
to be the spine of this country.
After all, they've not even seen
the battlefield.
Penny Brown is a weekly columnist for The News.
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Wednesday, Falcon Radio
WFAL will hold a public
25th birthday party in the
Union Oval. The party will
feature WFAL's sound
system, a refrigerator-sized
cardboard birthday cake,
and CD, cassette and concert giveaways.
The celebration will begin
at 1 p.m. until the climax at
1:30 p.m. when WFAL
Birthday Boy Jason Wolfe
will burst from the cake
wearing nothing but a
diaper.

Program looking for
volunteers
The National Student
Exchange Program is
having a meeting today
from 9 to 10 p.m. in the
capitol room of the University Union. Students have
the option of going on an
exchange program for
either a semester or a year.
For more information call
the Co-op office at 372-2451.

Habitat for Humanity meeting
The first meeting of the
year for Habitat for Humanity is today at 9:30
p.m. in Prout Hall main
lounge.
For more information call
Sean at 353-1114.
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WFAL to have
25-year birthday
celebration

Test run

The AccuWeather*forecast for noon. Tuesday, Nov. 14.
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Eden Bear, the Jordan Marsh Store holiday bear, lies roped up and face down in front of Boston
City Hall, Sunday, as high winds prevent a successful demonstration of the newest Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade balloon.

Daughter's truancy
lands mom in jail

FINDLAY - A Hancock County
judge warned a mother earlier
this year that she would go to jail
if she continued to let her
daughter skip school.
Juvenile Court Judge Allan
Davis kept his word. D'Mae
Colt-man will spend Thanksgiving in the county jail.
"We do everything we can to
work with parents and students
before going to court," Pat
Pachlhofer, attendance officer
for the Findlay City Schools, said
Monday. "We don't want to send
people to jail, but sometimes they
don't leave us any choice."
Ms. Coleman was charged In
March with contributing to the
unrullness of a juvenile because
her daughter, Matilda Find layson, 16, of Findlay, had missed
more than two months of high
school without an excused absence - a violation of Ohio law.
She told school officials she al-

lowed her daughter to stay home
because she felt the school was
too dangerous. Ms. Pachlhofer
said no violence has been reported at the school all year.

Lawyer looks at internal
affairs report

TOLEDO - A newspaper has
examined records from a police
Investigation that cleared an
officer of roughing up a photographer. Now The Blade must decide whether to pursue legal action.
Allan Detrich, a photographer
for The Blade, has said Officer
Robert D'Agostino, 43, assaulted
him July 18 when he tried to take
pictures at the scene of a fatal
accident involving a police car.
The police internal affairs division cleared the officer of
wrongdoing but the department
refused The Blade's request to
examine records from the internal investigation.
Lucas County Common Pleas

Court Judge Richard Knepper
last month said Fritz Byers, The
Blade's lawyer, could examine
the file and summarize its contents for the newspaper and Detrich.
But Knepper ruled last week
that the city could black out the
names of witnesses to protect to
protect their confidentiality.
Byers said Monday he reviewed the records, and the
names were blacked out. Citing
lawyer-client confidentiality, he
would not comment on what was
in the reports or whether the
newspaper will pursue legal action against the city.
"We are involved now in discussing with The Blade and Mr.
Detrich what our options are,"
Byers said.

"Luke Duke" to host
country variety show
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Actor

and singer Tom Wopat will become host of a new variety show
on cable's The Nashville Network.
"Prime Time Country" will replace "Music City Tonight" in
January as the 90-minute flagship show on TNN each weeknight, the network announced
Sunday.
Wopat, who played Luke Duke
in "The Dukes of Hazzard" from
1979 to 1985, will also remain on
CBS as Cybill Shepherd's exhusband in "Cybill."
Wopat has had a half-dozen
country music hits, including
"Susannah" and "Back to the
Well."

Cindy Crawford, JFK Jr.
top "dream date" poll
NEW YORK - Who says Americans can't make difficult
choices? Asked to select a dream
date in a poll, men picked Cindy

Crawford 2-1 over nearest competitors Janet Jackson and
Pamela Anderson.
John F. Kennedy Jr. was the top
choice of women, with Denzel
Washington and Brad Pin runners-up.
The choices were posed by
Newsweek in a poll for the "100
Newsmakers of 1995" issue that
hit newsstands Monday.
Of a dozen famous people they
could have lunch with, Colin
Powell and Tom Hanks appealed
to the most respondents, 17 percent each, followed by Pope John
Paul II, 16 percent, and President
Clinton, 13 percent.
The poll of 750 adults was taken
by phone Oct. 7-10 and results
have a 4-point margin of error.
Compiledfrom staff and wire
reports.

HOM€ HOOKY - FRIDRV vs. F6RRIS STRT6 and SATURDAY vs. W€ST€RN!
Come Pock The Ice Rreno Find Cheer On The Falcons To Two CCHR Wins!

Everything
but the
maintenance
fee.
Easy Transaction
Checking

COME LIVE WITH US! 11
Early Leasing for 1996/97
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple - Rental Office - 352-9378
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

All the stuff you want
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You get access to
your money when and where you want it.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

You get a National City MoneyCanf" for quick,
free access to your cash at any National City

Announces its Fall 1996 Listings!

ATM and for purchases at hundreds of
MAC* Point of Sale terminals everywhere.
You get convenient, pre-arranged payment and
telephone banking services. And, you get to write
up to ten checks a month for everything else.

None of the stuff you don't
What you don't get is the monthly maintenance fee.*
Hey, when an account offers this much, you have to
give up something. National City's ETC,
everything but the maintenance fee.

Stop in the Bowling Green branch
on South Main today.

• Columbia Court Apartments
•East Merry Apartments
•Field Manor Apartments
•Frazee Avenue Apartments
VA
•Ridge Manor Apartments
jr
•Many other apartments and houses
Run in for a complete listing of
available apartments & houses!
224 E. Wooster

Nation^ City
UarrOarFDIC

Y

W

OUT avaiaMa m Naflontf C*ty Bank. Northwaat An HCMI activity tM of 17 *m M cJwo«d
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Three USG
cabinet
members
resign

Class to show
documentary

All done

Andrea Wood
The BC News

Dawn Keller
The BC News
Three Undergraduate Student
Government cabinet members
resigned last week.
Marc Ross, National, State and
Community Affairs director for
USG; Sally Stiens, USG Chief of
Staff; and Nickolas Kadel, Parliamentarian of USG, said they
resigned because nothing was being done.
"There's a lack of leadership
and a lack of vision," Ross said.
USG Vice President Matt Jordan said there are just different
leadership styles.
"[Ross] wants radical change
now, and [USG President Jeff
Stefaneic]wants to help everyone
get along," Jordan said.
Stefancic said the cabinet has
been working together to improve their leadership skills.
"We're trying to open the lines
of ' communication," Stefancic
said. Stiens said she resigned because she could not take an active role within her position. She
said she applied for an open senate seat.
"As chief of staff, I had to censor what I said and did and I
didn't like it," she said. "I'd be
able to help more as a senator.
Stefancic said it is beneficial
for everyone that Steins is applying for a senate seat.
"It's a good move for her and
for USG, because she can do
more as a senator," he said.
Kadel said USG is stagnant.
"USG can't be reactive, we
have to go out and find problems," he said.
However, Stefancic said USG
is taking a proactive stance on issues.

Stephanie Mliluwi/The BC Ncwi

DeAdera Jones, a freshman social work major, donzates blood In the basement of he commons. The
blood drive will run until Nov. 17.

BUDGET
Continued from page one.

tion because Clinton considers its
cuts too harsh and its tax breaks
too generous to the rich
The brightest ray of hope on
the immediate problem of keeping the government running
came from two telephone discussions between White House chief
of staff Leon Panetta and Senate
Budget Committee Chairman
Pete Domenici, R-N.M., old
friends from Panetta's days as a
House member.
Clinton has objected to the
GOP-added provision to the
spending bill that would boost
monthly Medicare premiums in
January to $53.50, rather than
letting them fall to $42.50 as
scheduled. Domenici proposed
locking in the current $46.10

premium for several months.
"It's an interesting idea, but it
has nothing to do with resolving
the current crisis," commented
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry.
Besides the Medicare premium
increase, the administration objected to another part of the
spending bill that would limit
some agencies to 60 percent of
their 1995 budgets.
The debt-limit measure contained several provisions the
White House opposed, including
limits on the Treasury Department's ability to utilize trust fund
cash to run the government during debt crises; a requirement
that Clinton pledge to seek a balanced budget in seven years; restrictions on new environmental,
safety and health rules, and li-

Multicultural Affairs

Three participants in the talks,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said negotiators had decided
to make the $500 per child tax
credit - the centerpiece of the
GOP tax cuts - partly available
for the 1995 tax year. They could
not afford to provide the entire
credit immediately because of its
$20 billion yearly cost, so they
were nearing a decision to provide a 1995 credit worth $250 or
less.

Peltier
dents in an effort to recreate a
traditional Native-American
community setting.
Pertusati said the students
have previewed the film and will
be facilitating discussion after
its showing on Thursday.
"Before I took this class I
thought the American government did the moral thing all the
time," said David Roberts, who
did some public relations for the
film. "This [film] brings up the
fact that there are times in our
wrong in order to reach a goal,"
Roberts said. Pertusati said she
believes all students should be
aware of what the U.S. government is doing to Native people,
and the.film is a good way to find
out more information.
Charlotte Wade, a student in
the class presenting the film,
said Peltier's case is very real today even though it happened
over 20 years ago.
"I think that 'Incident at Oglala' will help people to see that the
American Indian movement and
the fight for Leonard Peltier's
freedom is not something that
happened in the past," Wade said.
The film will be shown from 7:30
to 9 p.m. on Nov. 16 in 115
Ols camp.

Professor leads fight to
better diverse relations

Are you curious about the
Women's Conference in
^L. Beijing?
^

Vince Guerrierl
The BC News

A University professor has
been elected president of the Association of Multicultural Counseling and Development, or
AMCD.
Sherlon Brown, who teaches in
the College of Education, and is a
previous winner of the AMCD
Samuel Johnson Award, was

Would you like to go beyond
,
the
^T
media hype?
Come listen to the experiences
of
women who were there!
November 15, 1995
9:00 pm 115 Education

USG
Multicultural Affairs
h

mits on appeals by death-row inmates.
Meanwhile, congressional Republicans were hoping to reveal
by Tuesday some details of the
House-Senate compromise on
their seven-year budgetbalancing package after more
than two weeks of private negotiations. Republican leaders
planned to send that measure to
the White House this week.

Considered by many to be a political prisoner, Leonard Peltier's
controversial trial and conviction
is the subject of a film to be presented on campus.
An introductory Native American studies course will be showing a documentary titled "Incident at Oglala: The Leonard Peltier Story," a film about the
events surrounding Peltier's situation. Linda Pertusati, a Native
American and professor of ethnic studies, teaches the students
who are presenting the film.
Pertusati said Peltier, a member of the American Indian
Movement, has now served 18
years of two consecutive life sentences at Leavenworth Federal
Prison.
He was charged with the murder of two FBI agents during a
gun battle at the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota
According to Pertusati, there
were a number of clashes between members of the AIM, the
FBI, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and Guardians of the Oglala Nation during June of 1975 at the
Pine Ridge Reservation.
She said the conflict arose
when citizens of the reservation
took action against government
officials and policies they felt
violated their rights.
The FBI and other government
officials responded by using
force to disband their efforts, including detaining leaders on
trumped up charges, according
to Pertusati.
"Today, the U.S. government
continues to imprison American
Indian Movement leaders, and
Leonard Peltier is one," Pertusati
said.
Pertusati's class chose Peltier's plight as a pet project, and
history when the government did
the preparation involved all stu-

^?V

nominated by a student in one of
her classes.
Brown, who was very honored
that students would take the time
and effort to nominate her for the
award, said that as president she
wants to afford opportunities for
students to develop.
"It's a lot of work," Brown said.
"But I feel quite honored."
A three-year plan is being implemented this year to help stu-

dents develop, and Brown said it
is her job to make the first year
run smoothly.
Melissa Samolis, a graduate
student at the University, has
been appointed as Brown's assistant.
"Dr. Brown is very insightful,"
Samolis said. "She is very knowledgeable about theory and how
to put it into practice."
The AMCD, which will celebrate its 25th anniversary next
year, started out as the Association for Non-white Concerns,
ANWC. The organization sought
to "recognize the needs of nonwhite clients," according to
Brown.
The ANWC became the AMCD
in 1972 and sought to improve the
relations between racially and
ethnically diverse people.

■me BG news
MAC Festival of Failure

October 23,1975
By Bill Estep and Mike
Lesko
Even before the
smoke had subsided
from the offices of Art
Modell and Fred Jacoby
after the Mid-American
Conference doubleheader
disaster, both parties
were making plans for
next year's game Monday morning.
Modell is the
Cleveland Stadium Corp.
owner, and Jacoby is the
commissioner of the
MAC. Together, they
formulated a five-season
contract last October to
stage the "Festival of
Football," billed as the
showcase of the 10-team
conference.
It was unique,
Erst-time event to be
played in a big city
within an hour's drive of
millions in a big stdium
with a capacity over
80,000.
And yet, it was
anything but a big turnout.
The off ical attendance was announced at
11,107 — a figure which
many observers were
skeptical of.
The turnout was
what you might expect to
see at a Cleveland Indians game in late September with the Tribe about
40 games out of first
place.
At the start of the
first game between
Toledo and Western
Michigan, it was ques- '
tionable whether there
were more people in the

marching bands or in the
stands.
"This is almost as
desolate as Arizona in the
summer," commented one
observer.
Even though the
attendance picked up for
the second game between
Bowling Green and Kent,
the turnstiles were still in
no danger of being knocked
down.
"This is almost like
intramurals," laughed one
observer. "There's no one
here to watch you."
The media coverage
of the event was not to
blame for the low attendance, as The Cleveland
Plain Dealer and Cleveland
Press ran daily stories
concerning the games.
Jacoby said there are
two gauges for measuring a
game that indicated there
was a large crowd.
"One gauge is a full
press box, and we had that.
The other was filling of 100
private loges, and 75 of
them were sold," Jacoby
said.
In a release passed
out to the news media at
half time of the Bowling
Green game, Mike Cleary,
college liason for the Cleveland Stadium Corp. said he
was disappointed but not
discouraged by the attendance.
"Art Modell has
made a commitment to
coleege football and work
will begin Monday morning to make the 1976 package a success," the release
E1976 The News did a three-part series on the Campus Police Department's decision to try a new kind of
said.
nmunition for its sidearms. These jacketed, hollow-point bullets were perceived by students and faculty
be a threat to the peace of the University.
News Photo by Dan Feicht

Rec Center Funding Discussed
By Pat Thomas
News Editor
A 6.6 percent
increase in room and
board fees was approved
and construction of the
student recreation center
authorized in yesterday's
Board of trustee's meeting.
The rate increase,
effective fall quarter 1976,
will raise room rates.
The price of mandated meal plans will rise
five dollars.
Dr. Michael
Ferrari, vice president of
resource planning, told
the board the increases
are direct results of the
rising salary, utility and

general service rates.
An extensive
discussion of the proposed student recreation
center followed a presentation by Cleveland
architect Thomas Zung,
whose firm has been
engaged to design the
new building.
Zung presented
preliminary drawings of
the facility, which will be
located on the southeast
corner of Sterling farm
field.
The Board approved the planning and
construction of the building, with estimated construction costs of $7.6
million.

In recommending
the board approve construction, President
Hollis Moore said "It's
not just a new facility, but
a whole new attraction
for the campus."
He said such a
recreational facility was
an appropriate one for a
residential University,
adding that "we're in an
age of physical fitness."
Before the board
voted on the proposal,
trustee Ashel Bryan saod
he objected to the proposal because of its
additional cost that will
be passed on to students.
"We've got to
seriously consider a ten-

million dollar addition,"
he said, adding that
related project costs
would push the figure to
the ten million dollar
range.
The facility will be
funded by the students
facility and general fees.
The additional fees will
be effective the first
academic quarter the
center, is available for
student use.
Current estimates
of the increase ingeneral
fees necessary to fund the
facility are between 25
cents and one dollar.
Discussion on
funding continued and
nearly every member of

the board made a statement..
The discussion
was then opened to the
floor and the board heard
statements from students,
faculty and administrators, both in support and
in opposition to the
proposed center.
When the discussion was closed, following an hour of argument,
Bryan was the sole dissenting voter, as the
proposal passed 8-1.
The plan calls for
two swimming pools,
one for competition and
one for recreational use.
A multi-purpose
gym area will be used for

basketball, tennis, badminton, and volleyball. A track
will be installed above the
gym.
Four additional areas
will be used for hasketha 11
and other games.
The lower level will
include the locker rooms,
the squash courts as well as
space designed for archery,
golf and combat activites.
Trustee Robert
Savage pointed out that the
area designed for sunbathing would be in the shadow
of the building most of the
time.
Zung said he would
restudy the plan to see if a
move of the building could
be done.
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Judge sentences
man to prison for
raping BG woman
Oct. 26. Utley had originally been
scheduled for trial Nov. 20 in Williamson's courtroom but chose to
A Rossford native who pleaded enter guilty pleas instead.
guilty to charges of rape and abRape is a non-probational
duction last month has been sentenced to 10 to 25 years in prison. offense which mandates prison
time, and Wood County prosecutDesmond M. Utley, 21, pleaded ing attorney Alan Mayberry
guilty Oct. 31 to raping a Bowling asked Judge Williamson to imGreen woman and was sentenced pose the maximum sentence.
Nov. 9 by Common Pleas Judge
According to Mayberry, Utley
Gale Williamson. Utley commit- in essence admitted his guilt to
ted the offense only two months the courtroom when questioned
after he was released from as to why he was abandoning his
prison, where he had been serv- right to a trial.
ing time for two previous sexual
battery convictions.
"He indicated to the judge at
DNA blood tests which could the time, when he was asked why
have potentially matched Utley he was pleading guilty, 'Because
to the victim had been ordered on I did it,'" said Mayberry.
Jim Barker
The BC News

BG may close crossings
Conrail offers discussed, counter-proposal planned
Amy Johnson
The BC News

The closing of three railroad
crossings in Bowling Green
was discussed Monday night
during a public hearing with
the Transportation and Safety
Committee.
According to Colleen Smith,
municipal administrator, Conrail has filed two petitions with
Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio to close some railroad
crossings in the city.
Smith said the offers Conrail
has made to the city during the
past two years have been
weighed against .hat the city
perceives to be in the best interest of the city.

ABORTION
Continued from page one.

■ Paul Ray Johnson, 99 North
Ashbury St., Genoa, has been indicted on two counts of trafficking marijuana. Johnson allegedly
tried to sell marijuana Dec. 21,
1994.
■ George Finney Jr., 840 Sixth
St., has been indicted for trafficking marijuana. Finney allegedly tried to sell marijuana on
May 31 and June 22.
■Sarah M Peoples, 1146 Vance
St, Toledo, and an accomplice
have both been indicted for theft.
The pair allegedly shoplifted
$438.74 worth of shoes and cloth-

ing from a Value City department store on August 30.
■ Jeffrey Scott Prielipp, 630
Lewis Ave., Temperance, Mich.,
has been arrested and charged
with two counts of domestic violence, two counts of aggravated
menacing, two counts of aggravated burglary and one count of
simple assault.
Prielipp allegedly broke into a
Perrysburg township home and
assaulted a female resident
there. In a separate incident,
Prielipp allegedly struck his
father-in-law three times in front
of witnesses.

legislation Nov. 1 outlawing the
method. The vote marked the
first time since the Supreme
Court's 1973 Roe vs. Wade abortion ruling that Congress has
moved to prohibit a specific
abortion procedure.
The Legislature approved the
law earlier this year.
Proponents of the procedure
say it often is the safest method
of ending late-term pregnancies.
Opponents call it "brain suction"
abortion and say it is cruel.
"This was better than a ruling
granting the injunction because
it will allow the defense to adequately make the case and do so
in a short period of time," said
Janet Folger, legislative director
for Ohio Right to Life.
"Our feeling is that eventually
this thing will be upheld constitu-

OWN.
MAC.
ASAE
Yours and yours alone.

crossings are closed
■Conrail provides the city
with the money to fund one
traffic signal at either the Poe
Road/Thurstin Avenue or Poe
Road/North College Street
intersection. As an alternative,
Conrail will provide one rubberized railroad improvement
instead of two, and provide the
city funds for a traffic signal.
"We need to negotiate with
Conrail to the point where
P.U.C.O. schedules a hearing,"
Smith said. "The proposal will
have to be operated or we will
have to take the chance before
P.U.C.O. in an attempt to keep
all railroad crossings open."
The second section of the
counter-proposal will reopen

Accordingly, city officials
have recommended that the
city offer Conrail this counterproposal for closing some of
the railroad crossings:
■Conrail closes the Pike
Street and Derby Avenue
crossings
■City agrees to close Reed
Street In the future in
exchange for Conrail's assistance in reopening the Merry
Street crossing
■Conrail Improves dead-end
streets created by the closings
■Conrail provides two rubberized crossing improvements - at Poe Road and Ridge
Street
■City maintains utility
easements at locations where

tionally," she said.
Kathryn Kolbert, vice president of the New York-based
Center for Reproductive Law &
Policy, was one of the attorneys
fighting the law.
"We're pleased," she said. "We
got what we asked for, which is
cessation of enforcement of this
act."
Under the law, dilation and
extraction would be banned unless a doctor could show that all
other available abortion procedures would pose a greater risk
to the woman's health.
If convicted, doctors could
face up to five years in prison, a
$2,500 fine and civil liability.
The law also would ban any
abortions after the 24th week of
pregnancy unless it was necessary to protect the health of the
mother.

the vacated section along'
Merry Street from Enterprise:
Street to the railroad tracks.
Smith said.
;According to Mike Fisher; 2nd Ward council member, the
committee will have to find out
which municipalities have won
in front of P.U.C.O. in the past,
research the elements and defend the decision.
. "We need to stand up for
what we think is right," Fisher]

said.

y'«

In reference to the addition
of safety lights and gates on.'
the Frazee Street railroad'
crossing. Smith said city offl-'
cials will meet with the Ohio
Rail officials Tuesday morn-,
ing.

Citizens favoi*
revitalization

the funding.
"The plan will benefit future
revenues of the city," Gordley
said. "We need to revitalize the
downtown area. A healthy downto v.-n is necessary for a healthy
community."
Gurdley said without revitalizing the downtown area employment may dwindle, store fronts
may become white-washed and
the tumble weeds will begin to
form.
. In addition, money from transportation and from the prior year
will not effect new services.
The Special Improvement District revenues will operate in future years to maintain the renovation of the" programs.

Amy Johnson
The BC News

A public hearing was held
Monday night to hear comments
from Bowling Green citizens regarding a change in the plan to
revitalize the Central Business
District and the suifounding
area.
The audience was in favor of
amending the FY199S Community Development Block Grant by
appropriating $50,000 from Program Income and $16,000 from
Public Transportation to fund the
plan.
According to Dick Gordley,
chairman of the Heritage 2,000
Committee, the city will provide

Now SI.H)

XowSl/WO

Macintosh Perform* 631CD
8MBRAM/500MB barddrive, CD-ROM drive,
14"color monitor, 14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse
andall the softwareyou're likefy to need.

Macintosh Perform* 640CD
DOS Compatible
12MB RAM/500MB barddrive,CD-RQM drive,
IS" color monitor, 14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse
and all the software you're likely to need.

Now SI.4IS

Now Sl.ro

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.
. j
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We mean like yesterday.
Macintosh Perform* 6214CD
8MB RAM/1GB bard drive,
PowerPC603 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15'color momtor, keyboard mouse and
all the software you're likefy to need.

Macintosh Perforiiia* ©t16CD
8MB RAMOOOMB bard drive, PowerPC 601
processor, CD-ROM drive, 14'color monitor,
14.4 modem, keyboard mouse
and all the software you're likely to need

■■

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh* easy. So easy,
in fact, that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than
their already low student prices. And with the Apple* Computer Loan and 90-Day

.

Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home a Mac" without having to make a single
payment for up to 90 days.* Which means you can also take home the .
* *JL
power to make any student's life easier. The power to be your best* ApplG W>.

For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call
Phone: (419) 372-7724
Prices above do not include tax & handling fees!

••Monitor sold separately!
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Falcon
teams
move
on
in
NCAA
BG soccer
Women's
back in
tourney
since 1992

C.C.heads
to NCAA
Final meet

Pat Murphy
The BG News

Sieve Wlldmin
The BG News

The reminders of 1992 lurk
everywhere for the Falcon soccer team. Sunday they clinched
their first NCAA Tournament
berth since 1992.
Monday BG found out they
would play at Wisconsin this
Sunday in the first round of the
tournament - a team they have
not faced since 1992.
The Badgers, who finished
number one in the Great Lakes
Region Poll with BG right behind
in second, beat the Falcons 2-1 in
overtime in 1992 handing BG one
of their two losses that year.
"We're real happy to be in the
tournament,'* said Falcon head
coach Mel Mahler. "We feel we
have a great challenge to play
Wisconsin who's the premier
team in our region."
BG, 16-2-2 overall, was the only
Mid-American Conference team
to make it to the NCAA Tournament. Mahler said that Akron
may have had a chance to receive
an at-large bid but the selection
committee did not offer one.
Indiana and Butler Joined Wisconsin and BG as the only members of the Great Lakes Region to
make it to the tournament. IU

Sunday, the outlook was bleak
for the Bowling Greens' women
cross country team. They finished third at the District Four
qualif ing meet, and it looked as if
a third place finish was not good
enough for Bowing Green to
move to the NCAA Championship. It seemed that only one
runner Tracey Losi to move on to
the championship.

Ktlly Rlgo/Thc BC Ntw«

The Bowling Green men's soccer team has clinched their first NCAA
tournament since 1982. For the first round of the tournament they
and Butler will face each other
Sunday at Indiana.
Mahler talked about the Badger team.
"We're going up against a talented group of kids," he said.
"But I'm excited and I know our
kids are and they wont be intimi-

dated. They'll be ready to play."
Wisconsin finished -the season
at 14-4-1 and were ranked no. 10
in this week's Soccer America
poll. The Badgers were one of
three Big Ten teams in the Soccer America top 20 along with
Penn State at no. 8 and Indiana at

will be playing Wisconsin on Sunday.
no. IS.
Despite BG and Wisconsin being in the same region Mahler
was not surprised the Falcons
were not paired against one of
the other 32 teams in the field
that was farther away.
"It's been the trend for the past

two years in the first round to
keep teams in their region," Mahler said.
He said because the NCAA
pays the travel exspenses of the
teams in the first round they try
to keep costs down by limiting
the amount of travel.

Bruno ready for boxing match
British WBC champion claims now is his time defeat Tyson
Stephen Wade
The Associated Press

k

LONDON - Frank Bruno
lasted only five rounds the last
time he fought Mike Tyson, but
that was six years ago when
nothing seemed to go right for
the British WBC champion.
"This time I've got the belt
and I'm the champion," Bruno
said Monday, confirming his
March 16 title fight in Las
Vegas with Tyson. "When I
fought the last time, I wasn't
right mentally, but now It's a
whole new kettle of fish.
"I feel confident and the time
Is right for me," he added.
'Tyson's been In prison for
three years and out of the ring
for four. If people think he's
unbeatable, they need their
heads examined. If they think
that, they'll think I'm unbelievable when I beat him."
"I'm not trying to fight Tom,
Dick or Harry, I'm trying to
fight the creme de la creme
and Mike Tyson is No. 1. He's

still up there. He's out of
prison. He's the boxer to beat,
to wipe him off the map and go
down in history."
Bruno, 33, make history
when he defeated American Oliver McCall in September to
become the first British heavyweight in 98 years to win the
title in the ring.
The British bookmakers William Hill remained unconvinced, listing Tyson as a l-to-7
favorite Monday to take back
the title.
The WBC sanctioned the
Bruno-Tyson fight last week in
Thailand after British courts
threw out a suit by Lennox
Lewis contending he deserved
the first shot at a mega-rich
Tyson bout
Lewis has filed a similar suit
in a New Jersey trying to bar
the Bruno-Tyson fight. Bruno's
promoter Frank Warren said
the suit was to be ruled on Nov.
28 and predicted It would fall,
too. He also threatened a
See TYSON, page nine.

BG concludes
rough season
academics.
"Our first priority right now in
One word could be used to de- this program is academics,"
scribe Bowling Green's 199S Blackney said. "We have to make
football season: disappointment.
sure our kids are operating at a
Picked as hands-down high standard in the classroom
favorites by nearly everyone as- and maximizing their potential
sociated with the Mid-American there and we're on track as far as
Conference, the Falcons stum- all the academic requirements
bled through a rash of Injuries are concerned."
and poor performances on the
The recruiting process has
way to a 5-6 season (3-5 MAC).
been going on through the
"You don't win on potential, season, but the coaching staff
you win on performance,'' head will step up those efforts starting
coach Gary Blackney explained this week. Blackney said that the
Monday. "That potential never team will look at a number of
turned Into performance."
high school recruits, but will also
The Falcons did close the regu- scower the junior college ranks,
lar season with a pair of victor- as well.
ies, over Ohio last week and then
Among the positions that
a 26-15 season-ending victory Blackney hopes to bolster In the
over Kent on Saturday.
offseason are the wide receiving
With the season over, Black- corps, the offensive line and tight
ney's focus has now turned to end.
The BG News

AFIMM

British heavyweight champion Frank Bruno poses in London with a cut-out of American heavyweight
boxer Mike Tyson.

"I am happy, but I would be
happier if the team was coming
with me," Losi said.
Last's wish came true as the
Falcons were picked to go to the
final as a wild-card team. Bowling Green, along with Florida,
Montana St., Arizona, Washington, and Boston College were
picked as the wild-card to move
on. The meet will consist of the
22 top teams in the nation.
The NCAA Championship will
be held at the University of Iowa
in Ames, Iowa on November 20th
This is the first time that the
Bowling Green women's cross
country team has made it to the
NCAA Championship.
"I am going crazy, I really
didn't think that we had much of
a shot at getting to the final. I
can't explain how proud I am of
this team," head coach Steve
Price said.
Junior Renee Strayer who
placed ninth had almost forgotten about the team going to the
final.
"I couldn't think about it. I
knew that I had ran the best race
that I could and I shouldn't worry
about It," Strayer said.
How did Strayer feel when she
heard the news that Bowling
Green had been picked to go the
NCAA Championship?
"I cant even describe it. I
couldn't believe that the whole
team was going," Strayer said.
The team moving on to the
final has been the crowning point
to an almost flawless season.
"It has been one of the most
unsual seasons I've had as a
coach We've had a good meet
every week. They rose to the occasion every week and that virtually unheard of in cross country," Price said. This season the
team has had three different
runners win meets. That fact that
any one runner can step has
helped Bowling Green have a
productive season.
"There has been no pecking
order on this team. Any week I
could expect Tracey Losi, Suzanne Isco, and Kristen Gaddiss
to step up and win it for us,"
Price said.

FINAL 1995 BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
Team Stats
BG
First Downs
203
rushing
%
passing
79
penalty
28
Rushing Yardage
1582
yards gained
1900
yards lost
318
rushing attempts
478
avr. per rush
3.3
avr. per game
144
TD's rushing
16
Passing Yardage
1669
att-comp
313-153
had intercepted
20
avr. per pass
53
avr. per catch
10.9
avr. per game
152
TD's passing
10
Total Offense
3251
total plays'
791
avr. per play
4.1
avr. per game
295.5
Kickoff Returns
37-603
Punt Returns
23-159
Interception Returns 10-64
Fumbles-Lost
13-5
Penalties-Yards
55-496
Tune of Possession 3132

Opp.
180
97
68
15
1811
2115
304
468
3.9
165
18
1708
274-128
10
6.2
133
155
11
3519
742
4.7
319.9
30-504
31-229
20-182
21-7
77-713
28:27

Art Net Avg. TD
RUSH
K-Cates 220 866 3.9 7
C. Davis
77 282 3.7 1
B. Niemet 67 173 2.6
M Parker 26 130 5.0
D. Alexander^ 102 3.4
D.Card
18
69 33
I Klue
11
38 3.5
Others
24 -78 -33 1
Total
478 1582 33 16
Opp.
468 1811 3.9 18

Final Record: 5-6
Mid-American Conference: 3-5
Date I
TECH
Aug.3|
Sept 9
Sept. 16
at Qenjtal Michigan
Sept 23
arTetnj^
Sept 30
Qct7:,
Oct. 14
Oct21
TOCfePO"
Oct2?
at \Ntetern Michigan
Nov. 4
OHIO
Nov. 11 ^^BnKent

RECEP
Art Net Avg-TD
E. Starts
32 433 133 3
T. Stover
26 240 9.2 3
D.Card
22 154 7.0 0
C. Davis
19 176 93 1
J. Rogers
17 214 12.6 1
S. Thompsonl3 261 20.1 2
M. Dunaway 9
94 10.4 0
Others
15
97 63 0
Total
153 1669 10.9 10
128 1708 133 11
Opp.

■1

PASSING
R.Henry
B. Niemet
D. KidweU
Total
Opponents

Effic.
92.99
89.46
83.20
91.44
105.03

Atl-Com-lnt. Pet.
177-90-12
50.8
135-62-8
45.9
1-1-0
100.0
313-154-20
48.9
274-128-10
46.7

Yds. TD Lng Sck
938
6 50 5
733
4 54 8
-2
0
0
0
1669
10 54 13
1708 11 66 19

TACKLES
K. O'Neill
AUge
J.Wouluud
O. Rogers

UT
62
36
33
28

AT
72
48
30
32

Tot
134
84
63
60
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Jones' prime-time
deal not perfect
Jim Litke
The Associated Press

Mark Duncan/I"** Anoclalcd Pren

Cleveland Browns fans to prepare orange arm bands as they assemble in a downtown Cleveland lot to board buses bound for Three

Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh.

Browns backers fight Modell
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Hundreds of
Cleveland Browns loyalists are
hoping their desperate pleas
would come across on national
television when they traveled to
Pittsburgh for last night's
Browns-Steelers game at Three
Rivers Stadium.
A caravan of 13 buses and
many more cars left Cleveland
for the rival city as football fans
voiced opposition to the Browns'
planned move to Baltimore in
1996. The game is the first for
the Browns since team owner Art

Modell publicly announced his gentlemen. If that doesn't happen, we'll blow our case. If you're
deal with Baltimore on Nov. 6.
Duane Sails, co-chairman of coming to have a drunken party,
the Save Our Browns Committee, you're not invited."
said Cleveland police would lead
Bob Grace, founder of the
and tail the caravan, and toll road
officials in both states said they Browns Backers, a booster club
would accommodate the Browns with more than 40,000 members
backers.
in 120 chapters in the United
States and abroad, said the
Sails said at least 650 bus tick- nature of the rally is not to attend
ets would be sold. The round trip the game but to show the nation
how angry Browns fans are at
costs $7.50.
"We want to make a real strong Modell.
Cleveland Mayor Michael R.
statement in support of the
Browns, but we want to make a White planned to meet the carasafe caravan," Sails said. "We're van Monday night after spending
asking everyone to be ladies and the afternoon in Columbus talking with Gov. George Voinovich
and other state officials.
Meanwhile, NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue was
on Campus
headed to Capitol Hill today for
meetings with lawmakers upset
about the Browns move.

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values

TUESF AY
ltOWI.-!Vf.lli:i<!\i:..V

Tijuana
Tuesday
Make your own tacos.
fajitas, burritos and
chimichangas.

IMIKAS \\T ROOM

8 oz.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
Includes: Salad and
Baked Potato

OPEN 4:30-7pi.i

OPEN 4:30-7pm

$ All Student meal play ca'd
accepted

* All students meal plan cards
accepted

V>
WTOEffiilll

lirais

Your
Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,

Black Swamp Outfitters

140 South River Road • Waterville,
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

d^
Terrapin Parka

We Care About
The Water
You Drink™
Try
WATERMILL
EXPRESS
Located At:

989 S. Main

Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Orel Hershiser,
the most valuable player of the
Cleveland Indians' American
League Championship Series victory, Joe Orsulak and Jody Reed
filed for free agency in the final
hours before the deadline, in-

10% OFF ANY NON - SALE GEAR W BGSU ID

Charles Dickens'

° Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
° Tested By The State
o NAMA Approved
'Just 25C a Gallon
° Serviced Sanitized Daily
° Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
° Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
° Open 24 Hours a Day

aggggggaa
\

See FREE ACENT, page nine.

.# ^Holiday Classic

(in front of
T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green

3 €l)rtrtma*
Carol
Adapted by Joanna Maclay
November 17-18,
December 1 -2 & 8-9 at 8 pm
and November 19,
December 3 & 10 at 2 pm

WATERMILL EXPRESS removes if present:

Fuzzy Dice Jacket

creasing the total number of
players to 138.
Hershiser's filing on Sunday
was conditional. The Indians
have until Wednesday to exercise
a $1.5 million option for 1996. But
Hershiser, according to several
people familiar with the situa-

Presents:

1058 N. Main

^Herbicides *»' Radon
VTHM's
V Algae
V Nitrates
VRust
v"PCB's
>/ Viruses
V Chemicals V Bacteria V Asbestos V Sodium
V Fertilizers V Arsenic
V Sediment V Cysts
V insecticidesV Detergents V Lead
V Foul Odor
V Chlorine
V Mercury -J Spores V and Other
Impurities

The 49ers let Jones win the
bidding war for Sanders when
they realized keeping him at a
too-high price would have
wrecked all the things he built
only last season. And any doubt
those things remain should have
been erased early in Sunday's
game, when Hanks scooped up
Irvin's fumble, raced 38 yards
and then started dancing the
"Funky Chicken" in the end zone.
The 49ers, though undermanned, fought and talked trash with
the Cowboys all day and never
lost their emotional edge. That
was, in part, Deion's legacy. Seeing him on the other sideline only
reminded them of that. It wasn't
the only thing the 49ers used to
beat the stuffing out of Dallas.
They were better prepared, better coached, meaner, more unified and more convinced that
they had something to prove.
There are still a few things
money can't buy.

Hershiser files
for free agency

(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green

Hiking,
Kayaking &
X-C Skiing

SPORT SANDALS

The campaign is intended to
mobilize Browns backers across
the nation and "every man, woman and child" in Cuyahoga
County to convince the National
Football League that Modell has
wronged Cleveland, White said.

Pittsburgh also wants to make
a statement as Cleveland makes
what is likely to be its final trip to
Three Rivers. Many Steelers
fans plan to wear orange arm
Tagliabue scheduled separate bands in solidarity with Clevediscussions with Sens. John land fans.
Glenn, D-Ohio, and Mike De"I hate the Browns," said
Wine, R-Ohio. Glenn's staff is
writing a bill in reaction to the Frank Buffington, a bartender
Browns move. Among the provi- from Beaver Falls, Pa., who will
sions being researched is one be in the stands. "But what I hate
that would force a franchise to more is to see the rivalry beleave its team name behind when tween Cleveland and Pittsburgh
come to an end."
it changes cities.
WWtttt^W&V»W&«WrM«««Wtt«^g

The Canoe Snop
to*

Rep. Martin Hoke, R-Ohio, was
preparing for a news conference
in Cleveland today to describe
the bill he intends to write. An
aide said Hoke also was working
on a joint appearance in Washington with White.
White told the fans gathered at
the Cleveland Convention Center
on Saturday that they could be a
major part of a nationwide Save
Our Browns campaign.

A quarterback who draws his
paycheck from another NFL club
once called Jerry Jones "a silly
man with a lot of money," which
pretty much describes what the
Cowboys owner looked like
prowling the Dallas sideline late
yesterday afternoon.
Plenty of his fellow owners regard Jones as the devil himself,
but with deeper pockets and a
Nike swoosh pin fastened to his
lapel. And from that perspective,
seeing him and his team humbled
by the beat-up, banged-up, almost-at-half-mast 49ers was a
moment to be savored.
By early in the second quarter
Sunday, panic was setting in and
Jones' brow, one of the few large
facades in Texas Stadium without an advertisement slapped on
it, was deeply furrowed. It wasn't
hard to imagine the gears behind
there turning: What do we do
now? Who do I buy next?
The Cowboys offense, defense
and coaching staff were clueless.
Troy Aikman, his high-priced
quarterback, was already in the
locker room with a bruised knee,
finished for the day. Michael Irvin, his high-priced receiver, was
already in a deep funk, having
fumbled the first ball thrown his
way and then watching Merton
Hanks run it back for a touchdown.
And Deion Sanders, at $35 million the most high-priced Cowboy
of them all, was already suffering through an episode of deja
vu.
"It was like the same game,"
said Sanders, referring to last
season's NFC championship
game, when the 49ers converted
some early turnovers into scores
and cruised to victory. "But I was
on the opposite team then."
That's where Jones came in.
Outsmarted and outlasted,
eventually, by San Francisco last
season, he pulled out all the stops
to win the Deion Derby this time
around. Jones played fast and
loose with the salary cap, renegotiated the contracts of several of
his most important players to
shake free some cash, then cut
side deals with Nike and Pepsi
and American Express to shake
free more. Never the most popular guy at the owners' meetings,
Jones provoked his colleagues
even more by offering to share
almost none of the revenue those
deals raised.
Considering the trouble he
went through, it's worth wondering whether Jones ever really
thought the Deion deal through.
The Cowboys might have done

better keeping Pro Bowl center
Mark Stepnoski and wide
receiver Alvln Harper, whose
absence Sunday allowed the
49ers to single-cover his ~eplacement, Kevin Williams, and
double-team Irvin the entire
game.
Not that there was much
chance of that happening. Ever
since the NFC championship,
Jones was so obsessed with the
49ers, so impressed with their
front-office maneuvering, so certain the most expensive piece is
the one to own ~ whether it fits or
not - that he might have done the
Deion deal at twice the price.
No doubt Jones felt good soon
after the signing, when a smiling
Sanders appeared on the cover of
Sports Illustrated with the headline, "Why This Man Is Worth $35
Million."
But with the hindsight of Sunday's 38-20 result, it's clear there
should have been a subhead, "But
Not To Every Club."
Make no mistake, Deion played
well Sunday. Particularly in
head-to-head battles against San
Francisco's Jerry Rice, which is
the reason Dallas gave for going
after him in the first place. And
no doubt it was easier to justify
when starting Dallas corner-back
Kevin Phillips ruptured an Achilles tendon in the season opener.
But you don't get Deion to be a
straight-up replacement. Or a
mercenary, strange as it seems.
You get Deion to lead. You get
Deion because he's a guy that
takes you places. You get Deion
to lift up your other guys. You
get Deion because his presence
gives them more heart and
nerve.

Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall
Tickets $6.00 adults; $4.00 Students & Seniors
Box Office hours Monday-Friday 10-2 & 4-7
Call 372-2719 for reservations

u
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Grbac
to
start
next
three
weeks
Young undergoes arthroscopic
surgery for ailing left shoulder
Dennis Georgatos
The Associated Press
SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Steve
Young, still troubled by his ailing
left shoulder, underwent arthroscopic surgery this morning
and will be lost to the San Francisco 49ers for another three to
four weeks.
Young, who won MVP honors
during the 1994 season and in the
Super Bowl, has been sidelined
since an Oct. IS loss at Indianapolis in which he suffered a sprain
and bone bruise in his passing
shoulder.
Team physician Michael Dillingham forecast a four-week rehabilitation and Young, trying to
return in time for Sunday's game
at Dallas, tried to accelerate his
recovery.
But lingering soreness forced
him to back off workouts in the
past two weeks, and coach
George Seifert said today that
team officials, Dillingham, and
Young all decided he shoulder
undergo exploratory arthrosco-

pic surgery to better determine
the nature of the injury.
The decision to perform the
procedure was made during the
plane ride home from the 49ers'
38-20 victory Sunday at Dallas.
Elvis Grbac, who has started the
past four games in place of
Young and threw for 305 yards
and two scores in the win at Dallas, will remain San Francisco's
starter until Young can return.
"It was like Steve was getting
better but never quite went over
the top and Dr. Dillingham felt as
though we had to be more aggressive," Seifert said.
Seifert said Young would need
three to four weeks to recover
from the arthroscopic procedure
alone. However, if the procedure
finds additional damage. Young
could miss even more time.
"I've talked to Steve here in the
last few minutes," Seifert said.
"He's recovering. He's going to
be a little sore. He feels optimisGeorge Seifert tic and it'll be the same frothing
at the mouth doing whatever he
49er's head coach can to get himself ready sooner
than the period we've described.

"I've talked to Steve
here in the last few
minutes," Seifert
said. "He's
recovering. He's
going to be a little
sore. He feels
optimistic and it'll be
the same frothing at
the mouth doing
whatever he can to
get himself ready
sooner than the
period we've
described. But that's
what we're looking at
right now."

Sieve CailillofThe Annotated Pre>i

San Francisco 49ers' quarterback Steve Young points to bis Injured shoulder at a news conference at
the 49ers' training facility In Santa Clara, Calif.

Maddux wins fourth Cy Young

Lenny Ignelil/Thc Anoctatcd Prcn

Atlanta Braves pitcher Greg Maddux was the overwhelming favorite to win the
is the Maddux's fourth National League Cy Young award In his career.

Cy Young award. This

FREE AGENT

agency didn't file: Detroit infielder Alan Trammell, New York
tion, has threatened to retire if Yankees outfielder Darryl
Ronald Blum
the team tries to bring him back Strawberry and St. Louis shortThe Associated Press
at that figure, which he considers stop Ozzie Smith.
The Yankees have until Dec. 2
too low.
NEW YORK - Greg Maddux
Cleveland already has exer- to exercise a $1.8 million option
became the only pitcher to cap- cised a $4.25 million option on on Strawberry. Smith would
ture rour consecutive Cy Young pitcher Dennis Martinez, rein- receive a $3 million salary from
Awards, winning unanimously forcing Hershiser's belief that he the Cardinals if an independent
for the second straight year.
physician determines he is physshould be paid more.
Maddux, who led the Atlanta
Players may negotiate with any ically fit to play next season.
Braves to their first World Series club starting today, and general
Among players eligible for saltitle, routed the field Monday in managers say the market for sal- ary arbitration, outfielder Marballoting announced by the
aries will be down because of the quis Grissom agreed to a $19.2
Baseball Writers Association of $300 million-plus in lost revenue million, four-year contract with
America.
caused by the 232-day strike. the Atlanta Braves.
Maddux received 140 points, Signings aren't expected to start
Grissom, who had a $4.9 milfollowed by Cincinnati's Pete
until late in the week, after gen- lion salary in 1995, will receive
Schourek with 55, Braves teameral managers leave their meet- $4.8 million in each of the next
mate Tom Glavine with 30, Los
four seasons under the deal anings in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Angeles rookie Hideo Nomo with
Three players eligible for free nounced Saturday.
19 and Dodgers pitcher Ramon
Martinez with eight.
Steve Carlton is the only other
Get Ahead On Your Exams!
pitcher to win four Cy Youngs.
He did it for Philadelphia in 1972,
A.DA.M. Standard Student Edition Is your
1977,1980 and 1982.
multimedia survival kit for passing
Sandy Koufax is the only other
anatomy. Dissect, identify, study systems
pitcher to win the award unaniand regions. Prepare better, faster.
mously in consecutive years - in
1965-66 for the Dodgers.
Special
student price - $149.95
Maddux led the NL in wins
Visit
your college bookstore
with a 19-2 record, and was tops
or call 1 -800-322-1377.
in the league in ERA (1.63) and
complete games (10). He became
the first major leaguer since
Walter Johnson in 1918-19 to
have an ERA under 1.80 in consecutive seasons.
Last year, Maddux became the
first player to win any of baseball's major awards three
straight times. He has become
baseball's premier pitcher of the
'90s and is a certain candidate to
make the Hall of Fame after he
retires.
Continued from page eight.

TYSON
Continued from page seven.
counter-suit against Lewis.
"The WBC has sanctioned this
fight," Warren said. "If Lewis
continues with this he will find
himself on the other side of a
lawsuit." Warren said a contract
for the bout was signed last
summer.
Tyson, who was to fight Buster
Matins Jr. last weekend, has
postponed that fight until Jan-

uary because of a broken thumb.
"I don't think anybody is in position to say exactly what Tyson
will be like," Warren said. "He
still appeared to have great hand
speed in the (89-second) fight
over Peter McNeeley in August.
What I'm hoping is that the stamina isn't there and at the end
this guy (Bruno) knocks him
over."
"We all know Mike Tyson can
be knocked down." Warren added.

Not sure what to give this year?

r>

SMITE THE SAT,
LSAT, GMT,
GREORMCAT
AT 186,000
MILES/SECOND
e-mail
World Wide Web
America Online
eWorld
voice

American Rail Croat

THE
PRINCETON
# REVIEW

Grateful Dead Night
$$#

TONIGHT

1

Food Operations

15

1

Alcohol Awareness Panel
at 8 pm, location Faculty Lounge, University Union UAO

Putt Putt Challenge:
NIRSA Natural Hish, 5 pm - 8 pm at the Rec Center Recreational Sports

I
%

I

The Best of Bootlegs.
Imported Beer Specials
$1.75 Margaritas & Long
Islands

Dannon yogurt Mountain Bike Giveaway
11 am - 2pm In Founder's Keepers -

%,1

and every
Tuesday
1

Give blood. Give the gift of lite.
BGSU Bloodmobik, Nov. 13-17, 10:30-4:30
Amani Room (Basement of Commons)

inlo9rflvfew.com
http://www.revlew.com
keyword: "student"
ekorlcut: "test prep"
(8001 ?-REVIEW

14

16

Grim Reaper Day • UAO
Taste of the Town" -1:30 pm - 3:30 pm,
Community Suite, Union, Pizza Tasting Contest,
Free Pizza - GAMMA

Tin Pnnction fl*v*w tt not tfl***0 anW Pnnctton un#vs*r or «• CoMQt Botrt

How about life?

+

November is... Alcohol
Awareness Month

17

'Just Chillln' 9 pm to 12 midnight - free food,
games, D.J. at Harshman Quad Galley - Dry Dock

20

Tim Guenther Alcohol Awareness Presenter

28

AIDS Panel Discussion, 8 pm - 9:30 pm,

8:15 pm, Union Ballroom, IFOPanhel
McDonald Countryside Cafe S.H.A.R.P. and David's House Compassion

29

Obstacle Course: NIRSA Natural High,
7 pm - 9 pm In the Field House, Recreational Sports

BACCHUS Appreciation Celebration,
9 pm at the BGSU Center for Welhess and
Prevention

For Information concerning any events, contact
Center for Wellness and Prevention 372-9355

110 N. Main Street

Bowling Green, OH

352-9222

n^m&£&^^
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$•& ten
k*o the Streets
Into »vt Streets will be going » BG Manor nursing horn, to Karaoke wl»i tie IMMMBI Everyone it welcome. MMI II 2:15pm by Ihe Wormaoon desk at trie Union. Ouottoni? Cal
Slave 354-5054 or Ertn 3834803

CAMPUS EVENTS
~8)OaU Co—gt Oemrmrtlemttcng lornght
g 30pm. 110 BA

-CANCfLUEOFlr.r General Meetng Habitat lor Humar.iv
•90pm Tutt. Nov. 14*1 Prout Main Lounge.
Com* Itam what II It about 7? Stan
S63-1114.

National Sudani Exchange
Don't mla* Hi one* it a Uedmo
opportunity I Go lor )ust a **m**t*r
orvaarl Anand tia naxt into Mtiiori:
Tuaaday, Nov. 14,9-IOpm
Capitol Rm.. Studant Union. 3rd Br.
For mor* Into contact Co-op Office
or Eric Sandart. 372 2451

AHA AM A
Thtra Mi bt a formal AHA matting
on Tuaaday November 1 at| m 730pm
In BA1007. Thaiptaktr will bt William
Marlon from int Lauerer Mark* Group.
AM A AM A

Tha Student Environmental Action Co.lltlon
Kill m*tt tonight 118 30pm
in s^OW (corner olThursen 8 Ridge)
Everycrie is welcome to ansndl

;
■

LOST & FOUND

AHA *" AMA '" AMA
Oom* Jowl ut on Friday. Nov. 17th at 5:00pm
kir HAPPY HOURS at BW-3 All AMA mtmeers and manuring lacully art wttaxntl Hop*
■ M*youti*r*l
AMA —AMA —AMA

Hyouwon
Urg* Over klii/a uidtd by Volcaa
cancan pas*** al tha
NM port Mu lie Hal M* Friday
Novambtr 17 at 7pm. Mi guatt Htt
ha* b**n loai. Call Scony at 3720658
or 354 6519 to make lure
you gat on tha lilt

ATTENDONIIATTENTIONII
STUDENT AND FACULTY
BGSUBLOOOMCSIE
NOVEMBER 13-17
10 30AM-4 30 PM
AMANIRM. (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

RIDES
BGSU College Republican!
Matting Tonight
BA Room 1129:30pm

Studant In need of rid* to and tram Minneapolis, UN tor Th.nk.glving break. Any h.lp
la graatly appraclalad. WIN h.lp pay tor
com! PIHHIM 352-1054. **k lor La*.

BOSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUE30AYNWHT
8:15-10:1SPM-ICE ARENA

SERVICES OFFERED
Ar* you loo busy tor housadaanlng?
L*t us do It tor you.
Hutband-wile loam. Raasonabl* nai.
600-4829

Falcon Radio WFAL It 29 yre. old 11
Coma to our binhday celebration Wednesday
Nov*mb*r 15 *t »ie Union Oval. Party •tarn
at 1:00 pm wkh prizes, *nMKiainm*nt.
andawttd aurprlt* at 1:30. Bt merel

81 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break
Speoaisl 111% Lowest Price Guanniae! 7
Nona Air kom Columbus 1 hotel $3801 Book
Early! Spring Braak Travel 1 0000700306.

KD' Laurie Araanault' KO

Heeded: Subteaaar for Spring. Own Room.
share kitchen and bath $i80/mo. Call Doug
t> 353-0058.

National Student Exchange
You're Young. You're Independenil
So why not see the country?
Spend a semesMr/year
one topical bttch II
Credia wii I be trans leered
so you'll graduate on time
Financial aid can be applied
Anand tie nail silo session:
Tuesday. Nov. 14.9-lOpm
Capitol Room. Student Union
3rd floor

Rma. wanted to share 2 bdrm
2 bash vt. in Ptrrysburg
$27S/moai/2elec.Cal
Oeniae at 872-2153.
Suoltaaer Needed Immediately"
One lemale sublaaser needed for 1886 Spring
Semester Located on Pike Si. 1/2 block from
campus. Excellent condrten. No Pea. Rent
$183.75 a month « electric. Could move In
ASAPI II interested please call Shannon at
354-2181.

For more into oonact
Co-op Office or Eric Sanders

Subleaier needed immediately Cal alter 5pm
352-6081.

FREE PIZZA. PIZZA. PIZZA
FnenciioitNiD.il
YV*d. Nov. 15© 9.00; 365 Ed.
All M*.on Welcome'

Gr.nl. and Scholarship, ara available. Billion* ol dollars In financial aid. Ouallty Immediately. l-aoO-400-020*.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE
...GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLCODMOBILE
NOVEMBER 13-17
10.3OAM-4 3OPM
AMANI RM. (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

MASTERCARD
*NoCradilChack
•No Security Dapotit
'100% Acceptance
1-809-474-6549 E»l. 8226 int Id.

It you won
Urga OvtrkW Guided by Vole**
conotil pattas at the
Newport Mutic Hal Mi Friday
November 17 at 7pm. Mi gu*tt M
ha* b**n lost. Call Scony at 3723058

Word Procaislng - Rasumas. Tarm Paper i.
Thatii. Dissertations, on laser printer.
Call 352-07065 (9-9)

or 354-6519 to make suia you
ott 00810 In.

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT
Attention Students! If you're going to be home for the
holidays and earning some extra money sounds like a
good way to spend your winter break, here's just the
opportunity. Several positions will be available In
November and all the way through January on all shifts.
(800)848 4406

I

behind you 100%I

ft Awesome Spring Brtakl Panama Cityl
Early Spedelsl 0 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen SI291 Walk To Bail Ban' Key Wast
S2S9I Cocoa Beach HUton 11691 Priest k>
craase 11/21 »12/1511-800-676-6306.
11 Awesome Spring Break Bahama! Party
CnaeeEany Specialil 7 Days S279I Induces
15 Meali A 6 Pameil Prices ktereaao 12/tSI
Spring Break Travel 1 -000-0700380.
~Uve And Study In France~
An experience ol a hfebmol
Participate In the BOSU Academic Year
Abroad. Open to al itudtnts with good sanding having completed French 202. Into meeting
Wed., Nov. 15.7:30pm al French House (opp.
McDonald Quad.) or contact AYA office
372-7140,223 Shape!.
100%Wool Sweaters 9 S35 at.
Plus wool haa, gloves, mittens, etc.

JT'l Carry Out
«05THurstnAve.
ATTENTION FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUD€NT9I COME TO THE REC CENTER FOR
SOME GOOD-OLD-FASHIONED FUN. TRY
OUR PUTT-PUTT CHALLENGE ON WED.
MOV. 1STH FROM UPet
Been There? Seen It'Done It?
Need something new in your romance?
Send 15 95 . S3 00 SSH. check or MO. to
2002 Things to do on a Daw
P.O. Box 0407, Toledo 12
Toledo. OH 43012

OH 45365 4009 Altn

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desk! starting at $38.00
Miller Woodworking Factory OuBei
Woodland Mai'354-1014

Sutnmef Business Ai« you an entrcpranuef ?
GrMi oppofiuniiy with tow tun up cost Mav
■g«fn$>ni training. Earn up to $0OOAraak. Vehtd« required. Boa toadOf. Coll G'«n( and It rioaBonal 1-aOO-361-4074.
T.A.S P. InMrnational is looking lor hard working, NgNy moiivaied students to AH managemani positions lor th* summer of 1006. Gain
valuable axpananca to enhance your resume
Average earnings ara Between $7,000-10,000.
Poatons a/e baing Mied on a first coma, first
qualified basis in all Cleveland suburbs. Mentor. Aaron, Canton, Columbus, Youngsiown,
ana Southeast Michigan. For more infoonabon
cal Man Scherer # 1 BOO 543-37Q2.
WaniedFtl Individuals. Student Organizations
to Promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
htipJ/www tepi com - i -800-327 601 3

372-2451

HELP WANTED

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test
Confidential a Caring.
3544073 BG. Pregnancy Center

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
Fa into cal 301-306-1207.
Cheddar's
Now open In Findtay
Cheddar'! Is greal place for students seeking a
challenging A rewarding atmosphere that can
be shaped around any school schedule We
offer great sarong pay A FT or FT positions1
And we am only 15 min. away from BG Come
eaeuaat:
Cheddars Reuaurant
2100 Titian Ava (in from ol Metier)
Findlay, OH 45840
(418)423-4488
Accepting Applications daily.

Spring Break '86 ■ Travel Freell
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahama.
Panama City, Daytona, Padre
• Greet Low. Low Pricet •
•Free Trip on one/ 15 sales'
Call for FREE into packet
Sun Splash Tours
1-800-420-7710
SMI looking tor thai someone special?
204 pgs. ID put you on the right track.
Send $8.85 I $3.00 SAH, check or M O to
50 ways to And t lover
P.O.Box O407.Tolado 12

Cooki Helper
Varied hrt. approx. 30/hrs per wk.
Mull be able to work well w/otheri and
ability to complete work in timely manner.
Apply al Elks Lodge Banquet Hall,
200 Campbell Hill Rd., btwn 2-4pm, M-F.

The BOSU College Democrat!
congratulttt our member
Sarah Ogdahl

congratulate our member

FOR SALE
'85 Ford Ranger, good condition, cap and new
Hies. $2.000 obo. Call 352-8538.

82' Toyota Sup i. New timing belt, auto w/
00. Loaded $1350 OBO, Call 352-6729.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING • Earn up 10
$2,000*/ month working on Cruist Ships or
Land-Tour companiei. World Travel. Seasonal
A lull- Dm. employment available. No
experience necessary For more mtormation
cal 1 -200-634-0408 axL C55442

Tha BOSU College Democrats

We ara currently accepting applications for the
naxt Nurse Aide Training class In addition lb
compeBDve wages and excellent benefits, we
ara also offering a sign on bonus. To become
part of our exceptional nursing and rehab
team, please apply in person at:
Nonftcrest Nursing and Rehab Center
240 Nonhaest Dr. Rt. 6
Napoleon, OH 43545
E.O.E.

2 apts. available now or second semester. 1
brand new. Gretl locabont many extras Rent
vanes * ■ a ol people. Cal 353-1731.

Toledo, OH 43612

BGSU Mom, Dad. Grandma. Grandpa. Sister.
and Brother
Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection, 531 Ridge
352-0333.

Employment Manager

f

Here's a
great way
to hold down
©•expenses!

R. E.
MANAGEMENT

Fitoon Radio WFAL la 25 yra. oldII
Coma to our binhday celebration Wednesday
November 15 at the Union Oval. Party stara
al 1:00pm with prizes, entertainment, and
awl id aaerat al 1:30. Ba mere!

Fast lor a World Harvest
Day ol failing Nov. 10
5 15 Man at Saint Thomas Moort Chapel
0.00 Soup and Bread ol the world .upper
(at STM Chapel)
7:00 A performance by Norma Den
Tenement - A Life olJesui'
Fast tor a World Harvest
Find out how you can gel involvedl In Hie
Union Foyer 11 2 Mon-Wed. and
9-4Thurs.
HIGHWAY AUTO KIT Don't leave horn,
without HI Conteino lire gauge, tirsi aid kit,
toe acrapar, ti.ahilghi (with battery) trunk
lie down strap and more. A bargain at
$19.08. Raymond Orflt 8091 W. St. Hwy EE,
Springfield, MO 68802.
If you won
Urge Ovtrklll/Gulded by Voteconcert passes al the
Nowporl Mu lie Hall thit Friday
November 17 el 7pm, the guest lm
has been lot! Call Scorty at 372-0658
or 354-6510 at make sure
you get on tha list.
INTRAMURAL PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
15,1998
IVTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: WOMEN'S *
MEN'S SWIMMING- NOV. 14: WOMEN'S t
MEN'S 3-PIAYER BASKETBALL- NOV. 15:
WOMEN'S 8 MEN'S TRACK « FIELDT NOVJ8. ALL ENTRCS DUE IN 130 FCLD
HOUSE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE.

Direct Graphics Inc.,
829 Vandcmark Rd „ P O Box 4009, Sidney,

IPCOubSAI
Jrs a Sri. Inareead In
Seles-Market ng.Menagement?
Come to 103 BA TONITE Nov. 14 730pm
tor into station by ESJ Gate Winery
They ware part ofthe Career E xpoQraat networking opportunity

It's HIP

352-9302

I

352-4663
OPEN MONDAY-SATIIRDAY

Undergraduate Student Government
Multicultural Altairi Presena:
WOMYN OF BEIJING PANEL

115 Education 9pm
Wedneiday. November 15

Very Limned Offer
1 yr. Unlimited Tanning - $100
Campus Tanning 352-7680
WANTED 100 STUDENTSI
Lose 10-30 bt. • Ntxt 80 Days. Guaranteed.
New MabsboHtm BnMkthru. $32 MC/VISA
FREE Mf 01-000-804-0473.
Would you Lai to apand your Spring Brack
In New York City to learn about poverty racism tint hand, and alto earn 3 hour* credit
In Ethnic Studies. For mom intormaoon cal
Bill Thompson at UCF Cenar 352-7534.
The coat is only $185.00 lor food, lodging, and
transportation.

WANTED
2 RoommiBi needed lo share a
mom in an East Woosler Street house. 353-8815.
Helpl Female Subleaier needed tor Spring
Semester Close to campus. $160/mo • elec.
sic. Great roommaatl Paate cal 3S4-0138.
Help! We ara graduating and wiling to
make you a deal. We pay 2 month., you pay
3. 2-1 sublessors needed. 2 bdrm. 1 112
bath, dishwasher, air conditioning, walk-in
closets, very clean apartment. Only pay elecOjB. Cal 353 8222 or leave message.
If you won
Urge Overklli/Gu Ided by Volcaa
concert passes at the
Newport Music Hall this Friday
November 17 at 7pm the guest 1st
haa bean lost. Call Scony al 372-8658
or 354-6510 to make sure
you got on the I,it
Mala Sutaaaear Needed lor Spring
$i 66 66/mnth . alec. Apartment is
loaded w/many extras. Kevin 3540048.

If you are looking to gain experience in Marketing, Management, Logistics. Sales, or Genera
Busmen, cal OTP al1-800-356-S887. OTP it
currency hiring motivated students to lit positions in Maumee, Sylvanla, Perry.burg, and
Toledo. Earn $7,000-$10,000 writ's gaining a
possible miemship Pomona art tilled on a
Hal come Bat larva basis.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25 • $45mour teaching basic conversational English In Japan. Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For into, call (200) 832-1146 axl. J55442.
LOOKING FOR PART-TIME WORK?
EARN $8 AN HOUR A GREAT BENEFITS
AT UPS
LOADING AND UNLOADING PACKAGES
UP TO 70 POUNDS EACH
VISIT 360 STUDENT SERVICES
TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW
BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal a lulllime employment available at National Parks,
Foreaa a Wildlile Preserves. Benefit! . bonuatslCal: 1-206-545-4604 exl. NS5443.
Cur arm ii looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer Earn $6,000 lo $10,000 par
summer Positions available m select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus. Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-687.1960.
Pan-time cook needed. Must be good worker
w/ neat appearance. Apply in person. BG
Country Club. Good pay. 823 Fair-view Ava.
Call 352-3100
RESORT JOBS
Students Neodedi
Earn to $12Jhr. t Dpi. Theme parks. Hotiii.
Spas, * more. Destinations include Florida.
Hawaii. Colorado a So. California. Cal Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 axt.
R55442.
SPRING BREAK '86 - SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH A GO FREEH Sudani Travel Services it
now hiring campus representatives Cancun
Irom $388, Jamaica from $438. Florida from
$M.Call1.8O0-648-4849tor mort into.

•LU6E/0IL/FILTER SPECIAL

MACINTOSH COMPUTER tor aala. Complete lystem Including printer only $488.
Call Chris at 1^00-885-4382 s.l. 8588.
Sola Sleeper, queen size
JiOOobo
Call 353-5218

Large 11tem

Includes oil filler, up lo 5 qts. of ol,
chassis lube and 24 pi. safety Inspection.
•Frit wtOi any otiir schtduM sitvioi.
-Wilti coupon i lieu of other dim. N bJOtsa only.

TUffy
NmxttoPlzimHut

Ham, Salami, Provolene
Toppings Included

| ]

FKESHUTTUSCRVKEI
FKCSAFETYIHSPtCTWHSI

12 inch Sub
(Sprinter)

HO OBLIGATION ESTIMATES!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

I j 12 inch Sub (Pacer) i
" '
I I

Turkey

HamASwitt
Toppings Included

"
|

! $3.50 ii $3.50 i; $3.50 i
I

rxp. laV3«jVB5

JK.^^StJKSfZa^^J ^-

exp. UV30«5
5

'■>

House need 1-2 Sublessors. Palmer Ave. $144
a month e unities. Own room, Call Brian or
Jennie 354-1813
HOUSES 8 APTS FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3

353-0325
AIM. well mail Intingl
Large 1 BR available now! $4io/mo gas heat
Included. Call 352-9681.
Loud-Muiic-Free Apartment lor Spring. Quiet 2
BR apt. need! 1 lubleaser lor spring semeiier.
$24250 par month. Call 353-8213 tor more
Into.
Male Subleaser, own room $225 • alec, there
apt. w/one person
Available now, cal 353-0911 or 625-6291.
Quiet 1 Bdrm apt. avail.
Jan. Al ull pd. enoaptgai 8 alec.
Call 353-3017

Manageme at Inc.
215 E. PoeRd.
Huge 1 bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking
Starts at $330/mo & elec

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET

I?

Apt. available Immedlatly for iulii.au. One
female needed $181.25/mo. There ara 3
bdrme. tnd 2 balhrmt. Sublease until 8/86.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnlehed. Mailmum ol lour people allowed. Close to campus. Columbia Clt. Call 353-4517 or
41846841885 lor more into.

(1-8-96 lo 5-31-96)

Cenitcrs

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

2 or 3 bdrm. ranch lor rent 812 7in Street
$685/mo. 4 ut I. 1 bath, wihrdry. Nioe garden
Call 474-5344 btwn g-5 M-F.

Semester Lease - 1 bdrm,
$400/mo & elec/gas

Tuffy'Dots It "Right!

C.ill imlavlor ;i FRIE
Student Travelsmanaime'.

2 bdrm. rum apt. avail.
Dec. 2 724 6th St. New car poll
Call 354-0814 lor doia s

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St.

Auto S4!TVi4-a?

W00-2-C0UHCII

FOR RENT

!$12M or FREE4!
I
l
I
I

MON. & TUES. ONLY, 4-8 P.M.

■ 12 inch Sub (Starter) 11

1432 E. Wooster

Tuesday al Rail Billiards- Ladiei pay half price
alidayl145N.MalnSt

Fun. Fan-paced, food service, good wages,
pd. weakly, uniforms lum . flexible hours Can
Jeff or Tina at 354-7351.

Locilly Owntdi Opaited
by Ed Schwakolt

Open: Mon - Fri
8:00 - 5:00
Reserve Yeur
Apartment Early Far
Thel 996-1997
Scheel Year
"Qualify Off-Campus Housing"

V. and S**'

on h.s el eel on to the Maumee City Council

To Trip!

113 Railroad St.

llOJB.

Httdid: 1 Suotoastr tor etladancy apt. in
downtown BG. $205Vmo . mil. Call 3S4-8014
tor detail..

Gordy Hemlnger
Attention Spring Breakeril JamaicarCancun
$389, Bahamai $359. Florida 1129. Sell trip*,
•am cash. * go Iraal 1 -800-234-7007.
Bsbyiitting in my BG home, days Lou ol TLC.
Call Donna al 352-8987.

:< (513)498 2194

KD-Laurie Areanaull'KQ
Good Luck al elections for
Psnhel Rush chair. We ara

on her election to lhe BG City Council

COLLEOIATEt-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
Melting tonight It 8'30 in
300 Mo Ml ty.

"utloylor

PERSONALS

1

(

